Willow Class News
First week back!!
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And a fabulous busy week we have had!

We have begun our story of Barry the Fish with Five Fingers. The children observed the front cover and gave
some excellent descriptions of Barry. Super work! Special mention to Viren for his super sentence – ‘Barry has
orange fingers’. Well done Viren!
In maths we have been counting in twos. There has been some excellent work shown with this topic, especially
Dylan who counted all the way to 50 in twos and coloured a number square to 70 in twos also! Super star Dylan!!
In history we have begun our Ancient Greeks topic. We created a whole class 3D image of the Parthanon that
stands on top of the Athenian Acropolis in Greece. It looks fantastic!
In geography, we are looking at the life of a banana farmer in Columbia that is supported by Fairtrade. We are
going to look more closely at the work of Fairtrade over the following weeks. We made chocolate bananas to taste
using Fairtrade bananas and chocolate. Ethan thought this was a great idea and yummy too! Let us know if you spot
the Fairtrade on food products while you’re out shopping!
In art, we are looking at shading and toning. We copied some textured patterned using pencils. Omar worked on
this very carefully and his work was fantastic! Well done Omar.
In PE we are training to athletes! Super throwing and jumping skills this week by Mohammed! Great work
Mohammed!
In Re we have begun our topic of Buddhism. Pharrell and Jessica were very good at exploring the artefacts related
to this religion, being careful and showing super consideration for their friends by sharing the items we explored.
Well done Pharrell and Jessica, excellent friends!
In science we have planted our runner beans and will be watching their growth over the coming weeks. Khane really
enjoys looking at plants and has planted an extra flower that he picked…..let’s see if that continues to grow?!
Super science questions and investigating skills Khane!

And finally…

Dylan, for excellent maths skills, counting in twos to 50 and beyond!

Reminders…
Bank holiday is Mon 3rd May
If a member of your family shows signs of Covid-19 symptoms, please follow the government
guidelines

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance?prioritytaxon=774cee22-d896-44c1-a611-e3109cce8eae .

Look what we’ve been up to this week…

